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ABSTRACT
A new variant of the fluid dynamic gauging
technique for determining the thickness of soft
fouling layers in situ and in real time is reported.
The SiDG device allows measurements to be made
shortly after a deposit layer contacts a solution,
allowing processes such as swelling to be
characterised accurately. Two applications of the
device are reported: (i) in cleaning, monitoring the
change of thickness of a complex food soil when it
is contacted with aqueous solutions at different
temperatures, pH and surfactant content, and (ii) in
fouling, in determining the thickness, thermal
conductivity and strength of deposits generated
from whey protein solutions on heated stainless
steel substrates. The evolution of fouling resistance
for the whey protein deposits indicates that
significant ageing takes place during the fouling
test, which is confirmed by changes in the thermal
properties and strength of the deposit layer as
measured by the SiDG device.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding fouling and cleaning requires
knowledge of how the properties of the fouling
layers change over time. Ageing of a deposit, for
example, is driven by prolonged exposure of a
fouling deposit to surface conditions (particularly
elevated temperature) and can change its thermal
conductivity, affecting fouling dynamics (see [1]).
Ageing frequently hardens the deposit so that it is
more difficult to remove (clean), leading to optimal
operating times for processes that operate with
regular cleaning [2]. Methods for measuring the
properties of fouling layers are required and in
many cases these need to be measured in situ.
Thermal conductivities are often inferred from
changes in overall heat transfer performance and
estimates of deposit thickness, and are thus subject
to considerable uncertainty. The deposit is usually
thin so can be treated as a slab of thickness f, viz.
𝑅𝑓 =

𝛿f
𝜆f

(1)

where Rf is the fouling (thermal) resistance and f
the thermal conductivity. Determining f is
challenging when the layer is soft (readily
deformed) or collapses when removed from its
formation environment. The technique of fluid
dynamic gauging (FDG) was developed to measure
the local thickness of soft solid fouling layers
immersed in liquid in situ [3]. FDG has been
combined with heat flux sensors to give dynamic
measurements of deposit thermal conductivity [4]:
both measurements can be made at the same
location so that uncertainties associated with nonuniformity of deposition are avoided.
Whereas fouling timescales are often long,
shorter time scales are involved in cleaning:
exposure to cleaning solutions can promote
changes in seconds or minutes. Techniques that can
quantify such changes from first contact with
cleaning agents are needed. This paper reports a
development of the FDG technique to allow this. In
FDG measurement, liquid is withdrawn or ejected
from a convergent nozzle located close to the
surface of the layer. The pressure drop across the
nozzle is measured for a given flow rate and this
information gives the distance from the nozzle to
the surface. Further details are given in [3].
The actual measurements take less than 5 s.
For this, the layer needs to be located underneath
the nozzle, which requires the nozzle to be built
into the fouling or cleaning system (as in [5] and
[6]). When this is not feasible, previous FDG
devices required an initial set-up time of 1-2
minutes, which meant that early phenomena could
not be studied. This paper reports a new
configuration, named sideways FDG (or SiDG),
wherein the sample is mounted so that
measurements can be made, reliably, within 10 s of
the sample first contacting the solution.
FDG can also be used to determine the
strength of a fouling layer ([6]) via computational
fluid dynamics simulations that generate estimates
of the shear stress imposed on the layer being
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studied. The values reported here were calculated
using the open source software OpenFOAM.
The SiDG device is described in detail in [7].
Its usefulness is demonstrated here at two timescales. In the first, the initial swelling behaviour of
a complex food soil, representative of difficult to
remove soils encountered in the food industry, is
quantified. In the second, the effect of ageing of
denatured whey protein deposits generated on heat
transfer surfaces, is investigated.

The reservoir contains approximately 3 L of
liquid. A heat transfer coil allows the temperature
to be controlled, while inlet and outlet ports allow
its composition to be adjusted. Gauging liquid is
ejected or withdrawn by a computer controlled
syringe pump: by alternating between these modes
the system operates with zero net discharge of
liquid. The pressure drop across the nozzle is
measured by a pressure transducer connected to a
port upstream of the nozzle and adjusted for
hydraulic head.

EXPERIMENTAL
SiDG Apparatus
Figure 1 is a photograph of the SiDG device.
Its design builds on the concept reported in [8],
where the nozzle is mounted horizontal and moved
sideways by a linear drive. The sample is mounted
on a vertical holder which can be raised or lowered
into the test liquid as desired. The time since the
sample being gauged first contacts the liquid is
therefore known and in practice can be shorter than
10 s. The nozzle is located a short distance below
the liquid level and its position is adjusted by a
computer controlled linear slide.
Samples are typically rectangular plates. The
portion of the sample above the waterline remains
unwetted until it is immersed so several tests can be
achieved on the sample plate. This facilitates
repeated testing and also allows the effect of
different agents on the same sample to be
investigated, free from intra-sample variation. The
location of the deposit-substrate surface is
determined by performing calibration tests on clean
substrates at the start and end of an experimental
session: the difference between this value and the
clearance between the nozzle and the depositsolution interface yields .
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Fig. 1. Photograph of SiDG apparatus. Salient
points: H – liquid reservoir with heat transfer coil;
M - sample mount; N – nozzle; P – pressure
transducer; S – syringe pump; X – nozzle
positioner; Z – sample positioner.

The SiDG operation and data collection are
controlled by a Python algorithm on a standard PC.
Full details of device construction and operating
algorithms are provided in [7].
Complex food soil
The soil investigated is the complex model
food soil reported in [9]. It is prepared by baking a
film of slurry containing starch, dairy proteins,
emulsified fat and water which has been spread
over a 316L stainless steel plate. Preparation details
are given in [9]. The slurry is spread evenly over a
81.5 region of a 102.5 cm plate at a coverage of
580 g m-2, dried in air and then baked in air in an
oven for 7 min. The mass coverage after baking is
250 g m-2. The thickness of the baked layer is about
0.4 mm but baking causes the layer to crack, with
intervals of 2-3 mm between cracks. When the
deposit is contacted with an agent that causes it to
swell, swelling closes the cracks.
Fouling deposits
A batch fouling apparatus consisting of a 5 L
jacketed glass flask with a centrally located heating
rod was used to generate the protein deposits (see
Fig 2). A detailed description of the heating rod
system has been reported in [10]. A solution of 8.4
g L-1 whey protein (WPC 80, Volac International
Ltd.) in tap water was used for the fouling tests.
The pH of the solution was 6.6. The test solution
was held at 50°C or 60°C by circulation of
thermostatted water through the jacket of the vessel
and stirring was supplied by a magnetic stirrer
operating at 100 rpm.
The test substrates were 304 stainless steel
coupons (dimensions 20×80×2 mm). The substrates
were pre-treated by soaking in 1 wt% NaOH
solution at room temperature for at least 5 hours to
remove any residual grease or protein, then rinsed
and dried. The coupons were fixed in place, on
opposite sides of the rod (which had square crosssection).
Heating was supplied via an electrical heating
element located on the rod axis. This was regulated
to supply a constant heating power, ranging from
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103 W to 225 W, giving an initial surface
temperature between 75 and 90°C. The clean
overall heat transfer coefficient, Uclean, was about
2600 W/ m2 K. Thermocouples, labelled T107 and
T108, measured the temperature behind the
midpoint of each coupon, labelled Tw. The change
in temperature was used to calculate the local
fouling resistance from
𝑅𝑓 =

1
𝑈

−

1
𝑈clean

=

𝑇w −𝑇w,clean
𝑞

contacting all the soil. The release of fat from the
soil layer was visible at the higher temperatures.

(a)

(2)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient and
q is the heat flux.

(b)

Fig. 2.Schematic of the batch fouling apparatus.
Not to scale.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Swelling of complex food soil
Swelling is an essential step in the cleaning of
complex food soils as it allows access of cleaning
agents into the soil matrix to promote reactions and
dissolution of soil components. The ingress of
significant volume fractions of water also weakens
the deposit so it can be removed by hydraulic
action. Fig. 3(a) shows that the soil swells rapidly
on hydration, and the SiDG unit is able to capture
the initial swelling behaviour successfully. The
error bars on the plot show the variation between
up to 15 tests conducted on each sample, achieved
by moving a plate down after each test to contact
dry deposit with the solution, giving five data sets
per plate, and repeating the procedure on three
plates. Some soil patches sloughed off: the average
number of viable data sets per sample was 11.
The effect of temperature on swelling in Fig.
3(a) is complex. There is a noticeable difference in
the final extent of swelling between 20C and
higher temperatures. The latter exhibit similar
values, about twice that at 20C. One of the reasons
for this difference is that the fat present in the soil
is not mobile at 20C (demonstrated by rheological
testing, see [9]) and this prevents the water

(c)

Fig. 3. Effect of (a) temperature (at pH 7), (b) pH
(at 20C) and (c) pH (at 50C) on swelling of
complex food soil. Initial soil layer thickness, 0 ~
0.4 mm.
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The initial rate of swelling does not follow the
expected trend, with the order appearing to be
20C > 50C > 40C. The variation between tests
indicated by the error bars, however, is large.
Further testing would be required to confirm
whether the temperature effect is systematic.
Fig. 3(b) shows that pH has a significant effect
of swelling with this soil at 20C, interacting with
the proteins present to cause repulsion between
these species (as reported in [4]). The plots show
rapid changes in thickness on contact with alkali at
pH 8 and above, of order 50 to 150 m in the first
10 s. Following the initial jump the swelling
behaviour at pH 8 and pH 9 is similar, reaching a
similar final value, whereas the rate and final extent
at pH 10 are greater: the final extent at pH 10 at
20C is twice that observed at 50C and pH 7.
(a)

that the two factors are not synergistic, with all pHs
tested giving similar behaviour at 50C.
The addition of surfactants can promote
cleaning by solubilizing fat and changing adhesion
of mobile species to the substrate. Fig. 4 shows the
effect of three commonly used surfactants on
swelling at 20C and 50C. The surfactants
considered were t-octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol
(TX-100, non-ionic), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, cationic) and sodium
dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS, anionic), at 0.1
wt%, which is above the critical micelle
concentration for all three species.
At the lower temperature, all three surfactants
promote swelling, which is attributed to their
ability to solubilize the fat present. At the higher
temperature, when the fat is mobile, there is no
apparent advantage in adding surfactant on
swelling behaviour. TX-100 appears to inhibit
swelling to some extent.
Promoting swelling does not equate directly
with cleaning behaviour. Other mechanisms are
involved in breaking the swollen soil down and
detaching it from the substrate. These results are
part of a systematic study into cleaning of these
complex food soils which will be reported in due
course. The results demonstrate the ability of the
SiDG device to capture initial transients.

(b)

Fig. 4. Effect of 0.1 wt% surfactant on swelling
behaviour at (a) 20C and (b) 50C.
The above results would suggest that higher
temperature and higher pH would enhance swelling
and therefore promote cleaning but Fig. 3(c) shows

Whey protein deposits
The photograph of a fouled coupon in Fig. 5
shows that deposition was not uniform across the
surface and did not cover the surface completely,
so any estimates of properties assuming even
coverage are subject to some uncertainty. The
deposit did cover the position where the
thermocouple used to measure the surface
temperature was located. The marked regions on
the image show where gauging was performed.
These tests provided an estimate of the deposit
thickness and also its strength: the crater generated
by gauging is evident at C. The shear stress at
which deformation was judged to have started,
denoted d, is reported as the measure of deposit
strength.

Fig. 5. Example of test coupon fouled by whey
protein solution (q = 11 kW/m2, T(bulk) = 60°C,
Tw,clean = 90 °C, Tw = 96°C). Dimensions 2080
mm. Regions A, B and C indicate where gauging
has been performed. The thermocouple measuring
wall temperature is located behind region B.
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The apparatus operates at constant heat flux so
linear fouling profiles, i.e. constant fouling rate, are
expected. Inspection of the Figure shows that this is
the case initially but the rate decreases over time.
This is attributed to ageing increasing the thermal
conductivity of the deposit, as described in [1]. The
initial fouling rates are similar, indicating that the
concentration of fouling precursors is not changing
substantially over time. This is consistent with the
mass of fouling deposit being small compared to
the initial mass of whey protein in solution.

plate uniformly, the above caveats notwithstanding,
Rf can be related to mf by
𝑅𝑓 =

𝜆f

=

𝑚f

(3)

𝜌f 𝜆f

Here f is the density of the deposit, which is
expected to lie between that of water and that of
protein. It is evident from Fig. 7(a) that the product
ff is not constant. The larger mf values are
associated with higher final wall temperatures and
are therefore expected to be subject to larger
extents of ageing.
12
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Fig. 6. Example of fouling dynamics for a probe
operating with bulk temperature 60C and initial
wall temperature 85C. dT indicates the rise in wall
temperature at the end of the test. The value of Rf
used in the analyses is the average over the last 3
minutes.
Fig. 7(a) shows that the local fouling
resistance increased with the deposit coverage, mf,
as expected. The non-zero intercept in this plot –
where a finite fouling resistance is associated with
zero deposit coverage – is the result of two effects:
the first is the non-uniformity of coverage (see Fig.
5),which means that mf is an underestimate of the
amount of deposit at the location of the heat flux
sensor. The second is the difficulty in measuring
the wet mass of the deposit. Drying was
particularly rapid with the thinnest deposit layers,
and drying kinetics were subsequently investigated
to provide estimates of the initial wet mass
coverage. Assuming that the deposit covers the

ff / W kg /(m4 K)

Rf / 10-4 m2 K/W

𝛿f

Rf / 10-4 m2K/W

Fig. 6 presents sets of local fouling resistance
data collected from four pairs of coupons and one
batch of whey protein solution. The heated probe
was removed from the solution when the wall
temperature had reached the desired value, fresh
coupons attached, and the fouling test restarted.
There was a small change in bulk temperature
during changeover. The data sets labelled 107 and
108 are for the two coupons in each test and there
is good agreement between these.
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Fig. 7. Deposit coverage and fouling resistance. (a)
Plot of Rf against mf, following Equation (3): the
locus shows the fit to a parabolic trend. Region D
indicates points subject to significant drying, so the
coverage measured is likely underestimated. (b)
Effect of final wall temperature on product ff.
Horizontal dashed loci indicate salient values,
discussed in the text.
The values of ff in Fig. 7(b) are calculated
using Equation (3) for each test, using the fitted
trend line to calculate ff. The plot shows a
steady increase in ff with final wall temperature,
particularly when the wall temperature exceeds
100C. This is not attributed to boiling as (i) the
presence of vapour in the deposit would reduce
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ff, and (ii) the heat transfer profiles do not feature
a discontinuity associated with a change in heat
transfer mode. Deposits recovered at the higher
wall temperatures featured noticeably different
colour at the wall, consistent with Maillard and
other reactions associated with ageing.
Fig. 7(b) shows two salient values of ff
alongside the values extracted from the data.
Dashed line 2 is the value expected for a deposit
with a water volume fraction of 0.9 and average
temperature of 100 °C, of 633 W kg/m4 K. Dashed
line 1 shows a minimum value, for pure protein at
100 °C. These values are based on the work of
Fricke and Becker [11]. Davies et al. [12] reported
ff values around 470 W kg/m4 K for fouling
deposits generated from 3.5 wt% whey protein
concentrate solutions at temperatures below 85C,
which is in good agreement with the results
reported here. They also reported Rf-mf data for
tests with wall temperatures ranging from 85-95C
which gave ff ≈ 925 W kg/m4 K, again in good
agreement with the trend in Fig. 7(b).
Figure 8(a) shows the thickness of the fouling
layer measured by SiDG. The measurements were
made in the region where the deposit layer was
thick (see Fig. 5) and are of order 0.5 mm. There is
an increase in f with final wall temperature which
mirrored the trend in mass coverage. Shrinkage due
to drying when the coupon was removed from the
fouling apparatus affected the reliability of the
measurement, particularly for samples prepared
with lower final wall temperature.
SiDG measurements at position B (see Fig. 5)
give f at the point where the wall thermocouple is
located, so f can be estimated directly from
Equation (1). The data in Fig. 8(b) lie around 1 W
m-1K-1, which is larger than expected (and larger
than the values reported by Tuladhar et al. [4]). The
deposits obtained at lower final wall temperature
were thin and dried out rapidly and irreversibly:
rehydrating these did not return the sample to the
original mass of deposit. The values of f for
thicker deposits are larger than expected and
suggest that some shrinkage also occurred for these
layers between testing and loading on the SiDG.
Making these measurements in situ, without having
to move the sample, would be preferable.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Estimates of (a) deposit thickness and (b)
deposit thermal conductivity from SiDG
measurements. Open symbols denote cases where
the (thin deposit) dried out before testing.
The effect of final wall temperature on the
deposit strength measure, d, is presented in Fig. 9.
There is a noticeable step in d for final wall
temperatures above 100C, mirroring the result
seen for ff. The plot also indicates data subject to
drying before testing - all at lower final wall
temperature, and thus lower mf – which gave high
d values. Drying was found to induce irreversible
changes in the deposits: once dry, contact with
water did not promote swelling to the original
thickness. This highlights the need to be able to
study the deposits in situ where possible.
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Fig. 9. Effect of final wall temperature on shear
stress at which deposit starts to deform. Open
symbols denote cases where the (thin deposit) dried
out before testing.
The increase in d values with extended
operation is expected to result in the deposit to be
more difficult to remove, as discussed in [2]. If
plant data mimicked the trends observed here, it
would not be advisable to operate for longer time
periods.
A key factor in studying ageing is the mode of
heat transfer used: these tests operated at constant
heat flux, which results in an increase in local wall
temperature (and rates of ageing reactions) as the
deposit grows. It is not possible to control the wall
temperature as an independent variable in this
mode of testing in order to probe the ageing
kinetics. Decoupling the effects of wall temperature
requires the use of models such as those reported in
[1]. Ageing would be slower (or negligible) if the
system operated at constant wall temperature. This
would allow ageing kinetics to be probed at
particular temperatures. In this mode of operation,
however, overall heat transfer coefficients and
fouling resistances are normally based on the total
rate of heat transfer so non-uniformity of
deposition and local film heat transfer coefficients
need to be considered.
CONCLUSIONS
The sideways fluid dynamic gauging (SiDG)
concept has been developed in order to allow
changes in the thickness of soft solid deposits as a
result of contact with liquid to be measured in situ
and almost from the point of immersion.

not mobile, there are noticeable differences in
swelling behaviour with increasing pH and in the
presence of surfactants. At 50C the differences are
small and changing both pH and surfactant
concentration brings little benefit.
The SiDG device was also used to determine
the changes in deposit properties as a result of
ageing. The whey protein deposits studied
exhibited ageing over a relatively short timescale,
with ff and d both increasing as the wall
temperature increased. There are relatively few
studies demonstrating ageing in fouling tests and
this investigation confirms that this can be a
significant factor in dairy applications.
Drying of the foulant layers, between
generation in the batch cell and testing in the SiDG,
affected the whey protein deposits. Such fouling
layers would be better gauged in situ in the fouling
cell.
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NOMENCLATURE
Roman
mf Deposit coverage, kg/m2
q Heat flux, W/m2
Rf Fouling resistance, m2 K/W
t
time, s
T Temperature, °C
Tw Wall temperature, °C
U Overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
Greek
 f Deposit thickness, m
0 Initial deposit thickness, m
f Deposit thermal conductivity, W/m K
f Deposit density, kg/m3
d Shear stress for deposit deformation, Pa

Its utility is demonstrated here in the study of
swelling of complex food soils contacted with
aqueous solution. At 20C, where the fat phase is
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